
SCRIBE REPORT RUN No 1484  

STURDAY 02 AUGUST 2014

HARES : DISPARU & MISS APPARU

Total Pack: 110 PH3: 94 New Members: 2 Virgins: 10 Visitors: 3 Visiting Hashers: 1

Well on Thursday night at the AGPU we gave a fond farewell to last year's GM..Murkury. We thank 
Murkury for a great  year and for all his work. We hope as our new Religious Advisor,  he has a well 
earned rest. Well done and thank you!

Now we got rid of that tosser..... we welcome Lucky Lek as our new Leader...The GM is dead, long live
the GM!..Now the hard work begins...for me! As your Scribe you will have to bear with me, as like 
you, I have no idea what we are going to get but I will just make up, as a last resort!

The GM got off to a good start by calling in the Hares....but they had fucked off, swimming in their 
pool, just across the road. They came in eventually and he thanked our joint VIRGIN HARES for their 
first Hare and he presented them both with Virgin Hare shirts!

VIRGINS in...4 1/2 in total. A Karut, 3 Frogs and Saggy Balls little kid, who pulled the saddest of 
faces when he got soaked. He brightened up when Saggy Balls reluctantly bought him a Hash shirt! 

No Visitors today , which completely threw the GM as our new registar had a couple down. Two Stroke
and Give Him A Stroke in and our GM's first  bollocking was handed out! Confusion rained for a 
while, then on the GM went to other maters!

NEW MEMBER in...A Frenchman. Absolutely no idea what his name was as the GM was attempting 
to speak French to him. Anyway, welcome!

RETURNERS in...Two both on crutches. I take it they both did not do the Run ( or maybe they did 
and this was the result!)

The GM called in the Old Committee and thanked them for last year. He then called in the New 
Committee (95% just stayed in!) and thanked them for supporting him in his quest to make his year the 
best year ever. We shall see?

DEPARTERS in...Lesser Dipshit off to upset the Nips in his new job. Good luck LD!

RUN OFFENSES...Manneken Pis got this year's RO's off by calling in the Hares and icing Blue 
Harlot. MP was just coming in with BH when MP said I think Miss Apparu laid the Run not the 
walk..BH said I'd like to lay Miss Apparu, no change there! SADG called for the Run Masters, JC and 
MP..Why did you let two Virgin Hares work alone and together? Their answer was..bollocks! Singha 
called in SADG. Now listen you, you twat. We need to encourage new Hares not moan at them..so, 
watch your mouth! Not Cleaver called in Saggy Balls for disrespecting our new GM by just brushing 
past him whilst the GM was in full flight in the middle of the circle. SG..don't diss the GM! Lesser 
Dipshit called the Hares and JC. Don't give JC inside info on the walk as JC short cutted all over the 
place as once again he was late! Asterix got in Flip Flop as on the top of the hill she was moving paper 
so they could short cut, bad girl!

1st STEWARD...Not Cleaver was introduced by Blue Harlot as NC had just about lost his voice and 
could not shout over the circle. The circle did respect that request apart from..Hawaiian Ho, who could 
just not help himself by trying to shout me down...so I iced the cunt! I won't go into my spot but our 
New GM, Old GM, JC and Mind The Gap all took some healthy stick from me. I did offer to give 
Mind The Gap a bit more stick later but she declined my offer! I then called for Jungle Balls and 



Clitmus Pussy, both of whom could not make today as they are finalising their shit. So, Butt Pug (our 
other sheep shagger and Moonwalker stood in for them). After taking the piss out of them, I informed 
the Hash that it will be a rather long time before we see Jungle Balls and Clitmus Pussy again as they 
leave for the UK on Monday and then onto South America for a long, long time. It is sad when we lose 
any Hasher but today we lose two (for some time, anyway). I asked the circle to thank JB and CP for all
their work done on behalf of the Hash. They, together not only were GM's (CP for Iron Pussy) but they 
were responsible for putting in place procedures for professionally running our club., from the web site,
sales and stock control, financial control and general reporting. JB and CP, we will miss you both. 
Thank you for all that you have done for the Hash and the whole circle wish you good luck and fortune 
on your quest around the world. We hope you come back and live amongst us again!

2nd STEWARD...Julie Andrews, a last minute replacement. Hares in to thank them for their work, for 
their swimming pool and for buying the land for our laager site! Joint Master Houdini in, along with 
Top Off. JA wanted to point out to TO that H was JOINT Master of the Run and no...he couldn't buy 
any of that OTHER STUFF from H! Blue Harlot, No Hope, Twice Nightly and Pole Position in. On 
AGPU night it was suggested at the time when NH was voted in as Hash Quack PP and TN were also 
voted as his nurses...well JA wants to see them have uniforms( great idea but NH in a uniform?) Barf 
Wader and Manneken Pis in. JA got his extra heavy Stein mug and asked where it had been kept as he 
had given it to MP as GM. JA iced MP and made him drink the lot! Fungus, Creature and Ejuckulator 
in as there was a medical emergency on the Walk. EJ was sitting on the floor, a bit out of sorts and 
Fungus called No hope for advice..check his eye sight, see if it's ok. F said to Creature, get your tits out
, see if EJ can see them, that's a great test! Good spot JA. He's back off soon too. Thanks, see you when
you get back!

HASH MUSIC...Bollox did a great spot. Getting all of us to sing....Sex is boring, pain is fun, cut your 
fingers off...well we did not come up to Hash Music's standard so...he cut all Julie Andrew's fingers off 
on his right hand...sausages and ketchup everywhere!

HARES in...MP and JC knew they were both Virgin Hares so....Murkury kept the shit house lid around
his neck for another week!

On On, Not Cleaver

See you all next week when we will continue our support for our band new GM


